Nearly 200 schools have witnessed how Longman Elect helps their pupils excel in English!

Four skills building

✓ ‘The four language skills are systematically taught and practised in Primary Longman Elect. Our pupils can now read, write, listen and speak proficiently.’

 Learner diversity

✓ ‘With the help of Primary Longman Elect’s learning resources, the less able get support and gain confidence to move on, whereas the more able are challenged to go further.’

TSA training

✓ ‘It is wonderful to find so many TSA elements in Primary Longman Elect! We spend much less time on mechanical drilling for TSA.’

✓ ‘Now that TSA training is incorporated into daily teaching, our pupils perform significantly better in open examinations.’

✓ ‘There are lots of resources in Primary Longman Elect to match different learning needs and abilities. You cannot find materials so versatile and comprehensive elsewhere!’
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Level up in...

- mastering text type features
- working out meanings
- grasping main ideas
- understanding intention, attitudes and feelings

gives pupils exposure to a wide variety of TSA & HKAT text types

Posters
School notices
Advertisements
Leaflets
Recipes
Notices
Plays
Bar Charts & Pie Charts
Biographies
Event Programmes

Detailed notes on language features, useful follow-up questions & tips

Teaches reading skills & strategies explicitly

Q 4. Read lines 12–14: Sometimes ... to the nearest town to bag for food.
What does 'bag for' mean?
A. ask for  
B. look for  
C. shop for  
D. cook

Q 5. What is the purpose of the article?
A. to tell people about World Vision
B. to let people know about Annie Li
C. to tell people about children in Southeast Asia
D. to ask people to help children in Laos

Guessing meaning
Understanding the gist or main ideas
Predicting the likely development of a topic
Inferring skills

2. What do you think happens next?
A. Mike goes to Disneyland.
B. Tincy goes somewhere in the time machine.
C. Mike goes somewhere in the time machine.
D. Mike and Tincy do their homework together.

How does Mum feel at the end of the story?

Mum says 'It is a great birthday! Does 'great' mean good or bad?'
LEVEL UP IN ...
- writing in a range of text types
- planning and organising ideas systematically
- presenting ideas coherently

uses the ‘reading to writing’ approach

TEACHES WRITING SKILLS SYSTEMATICALLY

- Brainstorming techniques
- Organising ideas
- Mind Maps
- Story Maps
- 5W1H Questions
- Diagrams
- Paragraphing
- Topic sentences
- Using linking words
- Editing skills
- Handy tips & notes on formats & features
- Step by step approach to prepare pupils for the writing

FIND OUT MORE IN
Level up in ...
- pronouncing words correctly
- speaking fluently with appropriate intonation and stress
- communicating ideas effectively

Level up in ...
- tackling different types of listening questions
- grasping the gist
- understanding intention, attitudes and feelings

Longman Elect teaches phonics systematically in both KS1 & 2

provides ample practice in different TSA & HKAT question types

Longman Elect provides a great variety of speaking activities

Longman Elect teaches listening skills and strategies explicitly

Story telling
Role-plays
Presentations
Sharing personal experiences / preferences

Understanding the speaker’s feelings
Listen carefully:
- How does the speaker say the sentence?
- What words does he / she use?
Examples:
- Oh no!
- Wow!
- Great! / Yeah! / Hummy!

Note-taking
Takiong notes
When you see pictures in the options, you can take notes while listening. Then choose the correct option based on your notes. Look at this example.

Understanding speakers' feelings

Listening for general ideas
Listen carefully for the key words. They can help you work out the general idea of the listening passage, e.g.
- meat, vegetable, fish, fruit, market

Longman Elect

Find out more in

Find out more in
Level up in...
building a solid foundation in English

helps pupils consolidate vocabulary & structures

Systematic practice of the target vocabulary & structures
Guided & independent writing practices

Systematic & in-depth teaching of grammar
Usage & notes
Warm up
Practice
Grammar in context

Revision tool for pupils to record the answers in the Pupil’s Book
Bilingual vocabulary lists & useful thematic word lists

Workbook
Grammar
Classwork
Vocabulary Book
Mini Phonics Lessons

Listening
Reading
TSA Mock Papers

Explicit teaching of listening skills & strategies
Enhance reading skills & expanding vocabulary

Six sets of mock papers
Answer key booklet with audio scripts for listening & useful phrases for writing & speaking
Speaking assessment demonstration VCD
Powerful E-Book for teaching

A range of multi-sensory phonics activities

Covering all the latest TSA & HKAT question types & text types
Surveys
Phone-in radio programmes
Advertisements
Notices
Level up in teaching effectiveness makes lesson planning & teaching easier

Teacher’s Guides

- Blackboard arrangement & teacher’s language provided
  - Warm-up activity – matching rhyming words
    - Tell pupils that they are going to find rhyming pairs before they read the rhyme.
    - Arrange the board as below:

  Matching game

  Franklin • king
  Hat • cat
  Weekends • bed
  Tap • cap
  TV • eye
  Rain • sign
  Beaming • smiling
  Groan • who
  Mean • rhyme

  Materials
  - A copy of the learning game for each group

- Catering for learner diversity
  - Ask pupils to bring a doll or toy into class and compare their toys with a partner.
  - Use a table to guide less able pupils (e.g. example below) and canate the skill / concept.

  Learner Diversity

  - Teddy’s eyes are bigger than Dolly’s.
  - Dolly’s eyes are bigger than Teddy’s.

- Flow chart showing teaching process at a glance

- Suggested activities for small class teaching

- Ready-to-use group activities

- 1000+ Ready-to-use assessment papers

- Sentences Building Cards
- Grammar Game Cards
- Board Games

Longman Elect caters for learner diversity

For more able pupils
- Extra Text Type Questions
- Extra Writing Tasks
- Graded Vocabulary & Grammar Worksheets
- TSA Assessment
  - (Reading, Writing, Listening & Speaking)

For less able pupils
- Extra Post-reading Questions
- Simplified Reading Passages
- HKAT Assessment & Mock Papers
  - (Reading, Writing & Listening)

- Grammar Assessment

Longman Elect supports assessment for learning

Renewed every year
Level up In...
e-Teaching & e-Learning

Teacher’s All-in-One Platform — iTeach

- Preparation
  - Teaching notes & resources available for each chapter
  - Able to upload school-based plans & resources

- Assessment
  - Assign auto-marking online assessment papers
  - With detailed result analysis reports
  - Ample materials for creating paper-based test papers

- e-Learning
  - Assign auto-marking e-worksheets & e-questions
  - Share resources such as games & PowerPoints with pupils
  - With detailed progress report

- Resource Centre
  - Rich resource bank catering for learner diversity
  - Resource builders for tailoring & creating school-based e-flash cards, games & pop-quizzes
  - Picture Bank

- Teaching
  - 5-in-1 Super E-Book (online version)
    - E-version of Pupil’s Book, Workbook, Listening, Reading & Grammar
    - A wide variety of teaching resources for the lessons

- Interactive Teaching Tools
  - Mind Map, Polling & Number Picker

Pupils’ Self-Learning Platform — iLearn

- Pupils can do e-assignments & view materials shared by teachers
- Pupils can try out self-learning materials at their own pace
- Pupils can do revision using Self-Study E-Books
  - bilingual audio
  - picture dictionary
  - vocabulary & phonics games

A truly interactive tablet solution — iLesson

Teaching using tablets is now ever so easy! iLesson connects the teacher’s and students’ tablets using WIFI. It provides abundant resources and activities that are sure to make English lessons fun and effective.

- Teaching
- Activity
- Feedback
- Follow-up

Interactive class activities
- Complete control of classroom activities
- Different interactive iLesson activities for learning or consolidation

- Individual activities

- Competitive activities

- Collaborative activities

- Instant feedback
  - For monitoring class and individual performance
  - Useful data for immediate discussion and clarification of common errors

- Common errors

- Individual performance

- After-class follow-up practice
  - Auto-marking follow-up practice activities